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Press-release 

May 10, 2016 

 

RB Partners advised YotaDevices on its fundraising and minority sale to Hong Kong based 

Rex Global for total deal size exceeding $126 mln.  

RB Partners team acted as an exclusive financial advisor 

of the Russian producer of first in the world dual-screen 

smartphones YotaDevices (hereinafter – “the 

Company”) and MTH Limited (owned by YotaDevices 

management) in the deal with Hong Kong based Rex 

Global. 

Negotiations on fundraising and minority sale of the 

Company’ shares, as well as the due diligence process, 

entered into an active phase in September 2015. The 

team of RB Partners, led by Alexander Lukin, provided 

investment banking services to the seller in the process 

of deal negotiation and execution.  Exhibit 1. Flagship YotaDevices smartphone YotaPhone 2  

The scope of services included participation in negotiations, deal structuring, preparation of financial 

documents, elaboration of strategy and its presentation to the potential investors, ensuring 

compliance with Hong Kong stock exchange requirements, coordination of the external advisors 

(including legal, accounting and PR advisors on the deal), securing day-to-day communications 

between the company and the investors in order to accelerate the deal preparation process. 

 

Vladislav Martynov, CEO of YotaDevices, 
commented on RB Partners team work: «I am 
grateful to Alexander Lukin’s team that had shared 
my belief in the deal success from the very 
beginning and proved their high level of 
professionalism and efficiency which led us to the 
desired result. The advisors have supported the 
company significantly during the negotiation 
process with the potential investors and Hong 
Kong regulators. It is hard to overestimate the 
advisors’ role in the investment attraction process, 
taking into account quite complicated nature of the 
deal and a huge number of stakeholders’ concerns 

Exhibit 2. Russian president Vladimir Putin gives  

YotaPhone 2 as a present to leader of China Xi Jinping  

to consider. The new investor marked a decisive turning point for YotaDevices, providing wider 

development opportunities in the Chinese and global markets, while preserving corporate spirit and 

identity».  

After several changes in the deal structure, principally due to the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 

requirements, the final deal structure included the purchase of 30% of the shares of YotaDevices by 

Rex Global for $46.2 mln. A subsidiary of Rex Global was also granted with exclusive rights for 

YotaPhone distribution in Greater China region.  
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Apart from $46.2 mln cash-out received by the existing shareholders of YotaDevices at the deal 
completion, Rex Global will partly pay Company’s debt to the current shareholders. This debt 
repayment will amount to total $69 mln that will be paid gradually in accordance with the payment 
schedule approved by the parties. Furthermore, Rex Global is issuing the shares for the amount of 
$11.75 mln to secure YotaPhone 3rd generation marketing and sales expenses.  

Taking into consideration several stages of debt repayment to the current shareholders of YotaDevices 

and investments committed to development of the Company, the total deal size exceeds $126 mln.  

 

RB Partners (www.rbpartners.ru) is an international Group of companies established in 2004 and 

provides investment banking advisory services to Russian and international companies. Since 2004 

the Company has successfully completed more than 70 projects in the field of fundraising, M&A deals 

structuring and support with the total value exceeding $2 bln. The Group offices are located in 

Moscow, St. Petersburg and Hong Kong. In 2010 the RB Partners became a member of the 

Globalscope International M&A Association (www.globalscopepartners.com) that specializes in M&A 

and corporate finance services and includes 46 investment banking advisory firms from 39 countries 

around the World. 

Yota Devices – international private company, engaged in development and production of high-tech 

consumer LTE-equipment (modems, routers, smartphones). At the end of 2014 the Company released 

its flagship smartphone YotaPhone2, representing the 2nd generation of the unique smartphone with 

two displays.  

 

 


